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11. A rare Georgian lead corner cistern

with initial M and dated 1779

92cm high by 120cm wide

£3000-5000

12. A carved sandstone trough

39cm high by 138cm long by 71cm deep

£800-1200

13. * † A carved sandstone trough

74cm high by 101cm wide by 88cm deep

£1500-2500

16. A rare early Victorian cast iron trough

stamped Baker, Compton and dated 1842 on later supports
the trough 30cm high; 72cm high overall by 343cm long by 46cm deep

£1200-1800

17. A pair of Victorian carved sandstone finials

circa 1870
134cm high

£2000-3000

19. A pair of Cipollino marble columns

19th century
with bronze caps and bases
216cm high by 38cm diameter 

£3500-5000
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21. A carved white marble Medici urn

late 19th century
93cm high on associated marble pedestal, 186cm high overall

Provenance: Major Ion R. Harrison (1889-1952), Croft House, Helensburgh, Scotland
Thence by descent, until sold Great Western Auctions, Glasgow, 15 June 2018, lot 821.

The present vase is modelled after the celebrated Antique marble original believed to date 
from the first century A.D., first recorded at the Villa Medici in Rome in the late 16th 
century, and now in the Uffizi, Florence.  The frieze is said to depict the Athenians gathered 
at Delphi before the Trojan War, as well as satyrs and a female figure, likely Iphigenia, 
seated below a statue of Artemis.  Along with the Borghese Vase, with which it is often 
paired, the Medici Vase achieved widespread fame through the publication of engravings 
such as those made by Piranesi and published in Vasi, Candelabri, Cippi, sarcofagi, tripodi, 
lucerne, ed ornamenti antichi (1778).  Together, the vases were regarded as being among 
the greatest surviving examples of Classical art, and were attributed by some early writers 
to the great Greek sculptor, painter, and architect, Phidias.  Reflective of the Roman taste 
for lavish garden ornament, monumental vases of this type were de rigueur for any parterre 
from the mid -17th century onwards.

£15000-25000

26. A pair of unusual iron mounted elm rectangular planters

early 20th century 
each with drainage hole
74cm high by 146cm long by 85cm deep

£1500-2500
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28. • ▲▲▲▲ A carved limestone plaque of a printer at his press by James Woodford O.B.E.  

R.A.

signed James Woodford 1954

145cm high by 110cm wide

Woodford was born in Nottingham on 25 September 1893 and started studying at the 
Nottingham School of Art, but his studies were curtailed when he enlisted during the First 
World War.  After the war, he continued his training at the Royal College of Art in London, 
and was Rome Scholar in 1922-25.  In 1934 Woodford created a monumental pair of doors 
for the headquarters of the Royal Institute of British Architects at 66 Portland Place, 
London. 

Woodford did some decorative work for the liner RMS Queen Mary, carving wooden 
screens and designing bronze uplighters for the cabin class smoking room. 

For the coronation ceremony of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953, Woodford made a set of ten 
plaster sculptures of the Queen's Beasts, each 6 feet tall to be placed at the entrance of 
Westminster Abbey.  He went on to make a set of Portland stone replicas which an 
anonymous donor presented to Kew Gardens in 1956.  They now stand on the Palm House 
Terrace.

In the 1950s Woodford made a set of reliefs representing the four elements for the Lloyds 
building in Lime Street in the City of London. 

In 1951 he made the group of bronze statues of Robin Hood and his Merry Men that stand 
near the gates of Nottingham Castle.  The group is now Grade II listed as part of the 
historic setting of the castle.  In 1962 he modelled a new version of the royal coat of arms 
for use on major public buildings such as courts and embassies for the Ministry of Public 
Buildings.

He was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy on 2 March 1937 and a full 
Academician on 27 April 1945, and appointed OBE in the 1953 Coronation Honours. He 
died on 8 November 1976.

This panel would have been either an individual commission or more likely, one of a set 
representing various specialist skills.

James Arthur Woodford OBE RA (1893-1976) was an English sculptor.  His works include 
sets of bronze doors for the headquarters of the Royal Institute of British Architects and 
Norwich City Hall; the Queen's Beasts, originally made for the Coronation in 1953, and 
later replicated in stone, and the statue of Robin Hood outside Nottingham Castle.

£3000-5000

33. A carved white marble sundial

early 20th century
103cm high

£1500-2500

36. A carved white marble bench

Italian, circa 1900
with later veined marble top
183cm long

£1500-2500
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38. A Coalbrookdale Nasturtium pattern cast iron seat

last quarter 19th century
fully stamped C B Dale with registration number and diamond registration stamp
183cm wide

This design, number 1958629 was registered and patented at the Public Records Office by 
Coalbrookdale on the 1st of March 1866 and is seat number 44 in their 1875 catalogue of 
castings. (See engraving)

£4000-6000

43. An oak table

modern
274cm by 100cm

£1800-2500

44. A large brass and iron mounted wooden ships wheel

19th century
now mounted as a table with glass top and wrought iron base
glass diameter 183cm

£1200-1800

48. • ▲▲▲▲    A carved limestone bird bath by Keith Newstead 

1960s
with a semi draped female torso and circular base with sculptor's monogram
135cm high by 80cm diameter

£800-1200

50. A substantial composition stone urn on plinth 

178cm high by 131cm wide

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£1500-2500

51. A patinated fibreglass urn on pedestal 

the urn 150cm high; overall height 220cm

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£600-1000
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52. A Romanesque style composition stone sundial with bronze plate

115cm high overall

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£150-250

53. A rare Blanchard terracotta pedestal

circa 1870
stamped Terra cotta M H Blanchard , London, 72cm high, now surmounted by a later 
composition stone urn, 2nd half 20th century, 152cm high overall

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£800-1200

55. A composition stone urn on pedestal

2nd half 20th century
148cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£600-1000

56. A wrought iron armillary sundial

late 20th century
on earlier Istrian stone pedestal, early 20th century, the pedestal 116cm high; 180cm high 
overall

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£700-1000

57. A pair of composition stone lidded finial tops on pedestals

2nd half 20th century
165cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£800-1200

62. A wrought iron seat

circa 1900
185cm wide

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£250-400
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64. A set of four composition stone putti musicians on pedestals

2nd half 20th century
142cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£1500-2500

69. A pair of Doulton style composition stone urns on pedestals

2nd half 20th century
108cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£600-1000

71. An unusual lead wall sundial

2nd half 20th century
75cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£200-300

73. A pair of cast iron urns on pedestals

last quarter 20th century
79cm high 

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£300-500

78. A set of three terracotta gate pier balls

20th century
45cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£250-400

81. A hand thrown terracotta planter

2nd half 20th century
54cm high by 68cm diameter

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£300-500
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82. A bronze urn

2nd half 20th century
100cm high

Provenance: From a private garden in Totteridge, North London

£800-1200

85. Gottwalt Kuhse: An impressive terracotta figure of Rebecca on pedestal

signed G Kuhse fec 1881 and with manufacturer's stamp E March Söhne at Berlin 

the figure 168cm high by 72cm deep; the pedestal 91cm high by 62cm diameter; overall 
256cm high 

The terracotta manufactory was started by Ernst March in 1846 and continued after his 
death by his widow Sophie March.  From 1865, their sons Paul and Emil continued the 
business as Ernst March & Söhne Pottery Factory producing high-quality terracotta for 
well-known and prestigious buildings such as the Berlin Museum of Decorative Arts, 
Görlitzer Bahnhof or the Red Town Hall.  The son Otto became an architect, as did his 
grandchildren Walter and Werner March.  Around 1896, the Ernst March & Söhne factory 
employed 150 workers and consumed 1,500 tonnes of clay annually.  Gottwalt Kuhse was 
active as a sculptor from 1870-1890.

£10000-15000

87. A Porphyry and white marble bust of a Roman Emperor

Italian, 19th century
on green marble socle
76cm high by 56cm wide by 26cm deep

£5000-8000

88. A carved white marble figure of the Roman Emperor Augustus

1st half 20th century
190cm high by 70cm wide by 50cm deep

£4500-7000
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91. A pair of cast iron putti candelabra figures 

French, last quarter 19th century
on pedestals with seven branch ormolu candelabrae
216cm high 

£5000-8000

95. A pair of carved white marble putti with dogs

Low Countries, late 17th century
the larger 48cm high by 48cm wide by 24cm deep

£12000-18000

96. A pair of carved veined white marble cherubs 

Northern European, 18th century 
92cm high

£20000-30000

97. A carved white marble lamp

French, late 19th century 
signed P Conti Firenze

105cm high overall

£4000-6000

100. Lyudmila Konstantinouvna Strel Chenko: A bronze fountain of two boys

circa 1980
with two scantily draped boys both dancing with arms held aloft, the shaped oval base 
drilled with a fountain jet
224cm high

Lyudmila Konstantinovna Strel 'Chenko was born in 1941 in Bashkiriya (South-Western 
Russia). After entering the Kiev Arts Institute in 1960 her work proved controversial and 
was deemed non-socialist, however she still won the Institute competition in 1963. She 
graduated from the institute in 1965 exhibiting Young Man and the Sun at the show of 
graduation works.  Other exhibitions and shows followed including: Exhibition of the 
works by Young Artists of Ukraine in 1966, The Memory Lenin's 100th Anniversary 
Exhibition in 1971, The Portrait of Karpenko-Kary The Republican Exhibition of the works 
by Young Artists in 1974 - The All-Union Exhibition of small forms in 1978 -The Trio. Her
works are now in a number of museums in the Ukraine.

£5000-8000
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101. • ▲ Philippe Berry

Saute Mouton
Bronze 
150cm high by 110cm long

Philippe Berry was born in 1956 and works in France. Included in this lot is a copy of the 
front cover of a book on his sculpture including a photograph of this sculpture together with 
a copy of a letter from Philippe Berry certifying that the piece is by him.

£4000-6000

102. A bronze fountain figure of a boy

probably Scandinavian, mid 20th century
plumbed for water, on composition stone base
180cm high

£3000-5000

107. • ▲ William Crozier (1942)

Debbie, 1979-1980
Bronze 
Edition 1/9

Signed and dated
76cm by 74cm by 125cm

The following six lots (lots 104 to 109) of erotic bronzes by William Crozier, were 
formerly in the collection of  Robert Skull who with his first wife, was one of the first 
collectors of contemporary American Art in the 1960's. The 1973 Sotheby's auction, "The 
Collection of Robert C. Scull", of 50 mostly Pop Art lots yielded $2.2 million, and was the 
first single seller auction of contemporary American art. 

William Crozier is a figurative sculptor who has lived and worked in New York for more 
than 30 years.

For many years William Crozier was represented by Richard Bellamy and Xavier Fourcade. 
He has had one-person shows at Xavier Fourcade, Inc, New York, (where a number of 
these bronzes were exhibited) as well as the Richard Hines Gallery, Seattle and Jason 
McCoy Gallery, New York. Crozier's work was included in the 1983 Whitney Biennial 
Exhibition and is in the permanent collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The 
collector Robert Scull purchased one cast of each of his new pieces from 1970 to 1983 and 
all of the bronzes in this collection are numbered 1/9.  Other bronzes in the edition have 
subsequently been sold at Sotheby's and Christies contemporary art sale in New York in the 
1980's and 90's. 

Crozier's public commissions include a monumental-scale sculpture of Senator Jacob Javits 
for the Jacob Javits Convention Center, The Korean War Veterans Memorial in Kissena 
Park, Queens, New York and a portrait bust of David Rockefeller for Rockefeller 
University. 

Due to the erotic nature of these bronzes we have not illustrated them, however 
photographs are available on  request.

£1500-2500
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110. A large polished clear onyx bowl

Mexico
60cm wide by 51cm deep

£3000-4000

111. Two rose quartz points

Madagascar
on wooden stands
84cm high overall

£3000-5000

112. A large quartz point

Madagascar
on wooden stand
102cm high overall

£3000-5000

113. A cobra jasper egg on stand

India
the egg 25cm high

£700-1100

114. A massive Tiffany jasper specimen

Madagascar
45cm high by 61cm wide by 53cm deep, approx 350kg

£5000-8000

115. A large kyanite in quartz specimen

Brazil
49cm high

£1200-1800
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116. An Aquamarine and muscovite freeform

23cm high

£2500-4000

119. A moss agate sphere

South Africa
18cm diameter

£300-500

120. A matching pair of chalcedony slices with druzy quartz edges on metal stands

Southern Brazil
overall 55cm high

£1500-2500

124. A moss agate bowl

South Africa
29cm diameter

£300-500

126. A quartz and calcite crystal bed

Arkansaw
34cm high by 39cm wide

£1200-1800

127. A large rose quartz sphere

Madagascar
23cm diameter

£2000-3000
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128. An unusual smoky citrine sphere

19cm diameter

£2000-3000

132. A gogotte

Fountainebleu Forest, France
on metal stand
19cm high

£60-100

133. A gogotte

Fountainebleu Forest, France
on metal stand
19cm high

£60-100

134. A Campo de Cielo meteorite

Argentina
18cm high, 6.9kg

£2500-4000

135. A Campo di Cielo nickel iron meteorite 

Argentina
13cm, 3.9kg

£2250-4000

138. An opalised specimen of fossil wood

Indonesia, Triassic
36cm high

£800-1200
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139. A fossil wood specimen 

Indonesia, Triassic
on metal stand
56cm wide

£400-600

141. A rare butterfly fossil (Leptolingia jurassica)

Daohugou, China, middle Jurassic
the specimen 9.5 cm wingspan

£3000-5000

142. A very rare spider fossil (Gnaphosa liaoningensis)

Beipiao Liaoning, China, Upper Jurassic
the specimen 4.5cm

£3000-5000

148. An amber specimen containing three insects, insect remains and other organic 
inclusions

Hukawng Valley, Myanmar (Burma), Cretaceous
22mm by 14mm by 9mm
Weight: 1.91gr/9.55 carats

£150-200

149. Three amber specimens containing scale insects, other insects and various other 
organic inclusions 

Hukawng Valley, Myanmar (Burma), Cretaceous
the first specimen containing a scale insect shedding its scales in excellent pose, five other 
insects and other organic inclusions, 28mm by 20mm by 9mm, weight 2.57gr/12.85 carats; 
the second specimen containing a large scale insect and other organic inclusions, 27mm by 
17mm by 10mm , weight 2.10gr/10.50 carats; the third specimen containing a round 
shaped scale insect in excellent pose displaying its scales in a fan shape, one other insect 
and various other organic inclusions, 29mm by 14mm by 7mm, weight 1.48gr/7.40 carats

Scale insects are of particular interest to scientists and amber collectors as they exhibit 
interesting social behaviour by way of really nurturing for their offspring. For instance, in 
specimen 1, the scale insect's offspring can be seen attached to the scales of the adult scale 
insect.

£200-300
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150. Two amber specimens containing enhydros, insects and other organic inclusions 

Hukawng Valley, Myanmar (Burma), Cretaceous
the first specimen containing enhydros, an insect and two other main organic inclusions, 
24mm by 17mm by 7mm, weight 1.60gr/8.00 carats; the second specimen containing 
enhydros and other organic inclusions, 20mm by 13mm by 5mm, weight 0.88gr/4.40 carats

Enhydros are bubbles within the amber that contain gas and liquids.

£250-400

151. An amber specimen containing seven insects, leaves, other flora and various other 
organic inclusions 

Hukawng Valley, Myanmar (Burma), Cretaceous
57mm by 40mm by 18mm
Weight: 26.33gr/131.65 carats

Pieces of amber that contain a large variety of flora and fauna often command higher values 
due to providing more insights into the habitat in which the flora and fauna lived.

£300-500

152. A Victorian glass dome of colourful tropical South American birds

58cm high

£800-1200

154. A display of colourful butterflies under glass dome 

modern
24cm high

£600-800

158. A Dayak tribe human skull on stand

35cm high overall

£1500-2500

159. A primitive Welsh butchers block

probably Welsh, 19th century or earlier
49cm wide

£1000-1500


